
SAFETY EVALUATION REPORT

TURKEY POINT UNITS 3 AND 4

SEISMIC UALIFICATION OF THE

AUXILIARY FEEDWATER SYSTEM

Introduction

Since the accident at Three h1ile Island attention has been focused on the
ability of pressurized'water reactors to provide reliable decay heat
removal. While it is recognized .that alternate. methods may be available
to remove decay heat following transients or accidents, heat removal via
the steam generators is the first choice for accomplishing a safe shut-
down of the plant. Therefore, there should be reasonable assurance that
the auxiliary feedwater system (AFW) can withstand the postulated Safe
Shutdown Earthquake (SSE), consistent with other safety-related systems
in the plant.

To address this concern, the NRC developed and initiated Multiplant Action
C-14, "Seismic gualification. of Auxiliary Feedwater Systems ." The objective
of this plan is to increase, to the extent practicable, the capability of
those plants without seismically qualified AFW to withstand earthquakes
up to the SSE level. This program was implemented with the issuance of NRC

Generic Letter 81-14, dated February 10, 1981. Our review"of the licensee's
responses to this letter is the subject of this evaluation..

Evaluation

The enclosed report was prepared for us by our consultant, Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory, as part. of our technical assistance contract program.
The report provides their technical evaluation of the licensee's conformance
to the requirements of Generic Letter 81-14.

In his evaluation, the consultant concluded that the AFW did not appear to
be seismically qualified for the SSE, due'to two possible problems in the
initiation/control portion of the system; Since then, we have discussed these
items with. the licensee and resolved both concerns. First, the pressure
switches upstream of the AFW turbine trip and the throttle valves, that
were of concern, are no longer involved since the new high pressure turbines

. have been instal.led. Second, the licensee has stated that the nitrogen
backup system is fully qualified for the SSE.. The licensee has documented
the resolution of these concerns in a letter dated August T0,'983. Hith
these potential concerns resolved,. we now conclude that the AFW has been
shown to be capable of withstan'ding the SSE..
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On a r elated matter', the consultant reported that, in responding to
Generic Letter, 81-14, the licensee considered branch lines only out:
as far as the first normally closed valve. Since then, the licensee
has modi,fied the AFW system and .has deleted some branch lines. The
licensee has stated in his August 10.„ 1983 letter that there are no
branch, lines that are not protected .as indicated in Generic Letter 81-14.
We therefore concl'ude that the boundary of .the AFW system is adequately
protected.

Conclusion

Based upon our review of, the consultant's technical:evaluation report and
the additional information we have obtained from the licensee, we conclude:
that there is reasonabl'e assurance that the- auxi..liary 'feedwater system has.
sufficient capab'ili.ty to wi'thstand. a safe shutdown earthquake and accomplish
its safety function., Accordingly,. we are not contemplating requiring. any
seismic upgrading of this system under, the NRC Nultiplant Action C-14
program.
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